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(R4) 14:05 WINCANTON, 1m 7f 65y 

Weatherbys Racing Bank Handicap Hurdle (Class 3) (3YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 251-2F5 THE GIPPER (IRE) 22 
b g King's Theatre - Merrill Gaye

7 12 - 2 Mitchell Bastyan (5)
Evan Williams

131

Jockey Colours: Yellow, emerald green chevrons, emerald green sleeves, maroon stars, emerald
green cap, maroon star
Timeform says: Multiple hurdles winner who made an inauspicious start over fences and ran
poorly in a handicap hurdle at Exeter (16.8f) last month. Handicapper has relented but hard
to recommend on recent evidence.  (Forecast 12.00)

Notes: 

2 424414 IVOR'S QUEEN (IRE) 27 CD 
b m King's Theatre - Sonnerschien

8 11 - 12t James Bowen (5)
C L Tizzard

127

Jockey Colours: Yellow, dark green hoop and armlets, check cap
Timeform says: Snapped a lengthy losing run at Wincanton (15.3f) in October but looked
unsuited by the step back up in trip when beaten under a penalty at Fontwell (19f) latest.
Revised mark makes life tougher.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

3 3162-24 CAPELAND (FR) 25 BF 
b g Poliglote - Neiland

5 11 -
12ht1

Bryony Frost (5)
P F Nicholls

127

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, pink epaulets and star on cap
Timeform says: Dual bumper winner who scored over hurdles at Newton Abbot (18.5f) last
October. Has improved on that form in defeat since, fading close home in fourth at Sandown
(19.8f) latest. Interesting contender  (Forecast 3.25)

Notes: 

4 0/8522-5 COEUR BLIMEY (IRE) 20 
b g Winged Love - Eastender

6 11 - 6 Lucy Gardner (3)
Mrs S Gardner

121

Jockey Colours: Yellow, dark blue stars, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap, dark blue star
Timeform says: Smart in bumpers and he showed ability without looking a natural over
timber last term. Ran at least as well in fifth on return at Cheltenham (2m) and he's respected
for all a step up in trip may suit  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

5 4-01131 GLOBAL THRILL 10 
b g Big Shuffle - Goonda

8 10 - 2t R Johnson
B J Llewellyn

103

Jockey Colours: Red and royal blue check, royal blue sleeves, red diamonds, royal blue cap, red star
Timeform says: Tumbled in the weights and back to form with a bang of late, landing 3 of his
last 4 starts at Kempton (2m) last week. Has to be respected in again with Richard Johnson
now in the plate.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: CAPELAND stepped up on reappearance form whilst possibly paying the price
for a swift move into contention approaching the straight when fourth at Sandown last month. Now
dropped in trip, he leaves the impression he has a bigger performance in his locker and gets the vote.
Coeur Blimey is undoubtedly well-handicapped provided his jumping improves. Global Thrill can also
feature.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: CAPELAND (3) 
2: COEUR BLIMEY (4) 
3: GLOBAL THRILL (5)
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